Very recent experimental studies of ion cyclotron emission (ICE) made in the "supershot regime" [I, 21 in TFTR when high power tritium neutral heating beams were injected into a reasonably high density and high temperature background deuterium plasma yield the following observations [3] : (1) ICE at the harmonics of the cyclotron frequency of the fusion product species (i.e., alpha particles, w = mota) are observed immediately after the beams are turned on (Le., at or near the beam injection time t = 0). (2) The time duration of these fusion product ICE peaks is 0 I t I zice = 100 to 250 ms; while the fusion product slowing-down time (4) In all cases the observed fundamental cyclotron frequency corresponds to the value of the 6 field evaluated at the outer midplane plasma edge on the low field side of the torus. The dominant fusion reaction for these TFTR conditions is the DT reaction, which may be written D + T = 4He(3.6 MeV) + n(14.7 MeV).
It is our aim in this letter to show that during the early phase (0 I t < T S~) of beam injection, one can have two-stream cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven wave radiative instabilities for frequencies o = mota induced by the small fraction of the newly born fusion alphas that are marginally mirror-trapped so that their velocities lie in the very near neighborhood of the trapped-passing boundary in the (vL, vll)-plane (Le., their velocities maintain the relation vI = V I I /~E , where the mirror ratio E = AB/B = r/R for tokamaks). These trapped-passing boundary particles are the ones with the fattest banana orbits, and they make large radial excursions sufficient to reach the outer ' midplane plasma edge where the experimentally observed ICE seems to originate. It should be noted that these particles make banana drift excursions pnlv to the low field side edae nea r the torus midAs we will soon see, this two-stream cyclotron harmonic radiative instability in the region near the outer midplane plasma edge on the low field side of the torus is a consequence of the fact that the growth rate of these fast Alfven waves of w = mwca due to these trapped-passing boundary newly born fusion alphas (via their inverse cyclotron damping) exceeds the damping rate of these waves by the background deuterium plasma ions [4] at o = mocd = mwc, (via the conventional cyclotron damping), and there is no contribution to emission and absorption in this low field side plasma edge region from the rest of the newly born well-confined fusion alphas that are not near this trapped-passing boundary since they do not make any banana drift excursions that are sufficiently large to reach this region. Further, this is made possible pnlv because the cyclotron frequencies of alpha particles and deuterium ions are degenerate [4] (Le., wcd = oca). There are indeed two sources of free energy that drive this radiative instability or the cyclotron harmonic overstability: one coming from the (I, 11)-temperature anisotropy and the other coming from the fusion alphas directed birth velocity along B (Le., Vila corresponding to the alpha particles birth energy E , = 3.6 MeV). For these early times these trapped-passing "boundary alphas" velocity space distribution function fb,(Vl, VII) remains narrow enough
[4] to drive the system unstable. But as time t progresses f b, broadens, first due to thermalization for 0 I t I za, and then due to "slowing down" for z , 5 t < Z S , , and eventually for t > %Sa this distribution fba will totally relax towards the appropriate slowing-down distribution (51. Here the thermalization time z , = zsa/2 is also the heat or the energy exchange time. When f b, broadens to sufficiently large value, one finds that this radiative instability is turned off, thus quenching the fusion product ICE in agreement with the experimental observation, and indeed we will show that the slowing-down distribution is totally stable for any emission or absorption of the cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven waves, Le., their net absorption does exceed their net induced emission.
-
The method of analysis used here is the well-established standard technique of the "master equation Gorelenkov and Cheng [A have examined the fast Alfven cyclotron instability (ACI) resulting from the resonant cyclotron interaction of the marginally trapped fusion alphas with the collective eigenmodes of the background deuterium tokamak plasma in the large aspect ratio limit. Dendy et.a/. [8] have . * studied the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability (MCI) resulting from this resonant cyclotron interaction of the marginally trapped fusion alphas with the modes given by the local dispersion relation for a uniform plasma with conditions comparable to those in the plasma edge. All these
[6 -81 analysis are based on kinetic and/or dispersion theory while our analysis here is based on particle-orbit theory. In general, the particle-orbit theory is much more of a physical approach and provides a better insight into the fundamental physical processes involved in a particular problem.
The velocity distribution function at the time of birth (t = 0) of the fusion alphas can be well approximated by a monoenergetic ring distribution [8, 41 with a finite VI[ such that v l = vII = Va where MaVa2/2 = Ea. For the "trapped-passing boundary alphas" which make banana drift excursions sufficient to reach the outer midplane plasma edge, we will take de V I ba = V[[ba, where E = ap/Rp, where ap and Rp are the plasma minor and major radius, respectively.
. Further, since de V I = vII, it seems reasonable to take E T I ba(t) = Tllba(t) for these "boundary alphas". Hence for 0 I t < Tsa we can approximate these boundary alphas parallel velocity space distribution function by a drifting Maxwellian of the form
It may be noted that when TIJba(t) + 0, fIJba(VI1, t) + ~(VII -vllba) = fl l ,(t = 0) as it should. Thus the drifting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is a very natural evolution of an initially monoenergetic (or equivalently, an initially monovelocity) distribution during the period of thermalization with the background deuterium plasma, Le., for times 0 I t I z , . It may be pointed out that because of the relation de v l = VIJ, this parallel velocity distribution of Eq. (1) suffices to generate the perpendicular velocity distribution, and consequently, the entire distribution fba(Vl, vll) = fIlba(VII). This is true Q& for these trapped-passing boundary particles whose V I = VII/~E. The velocity distribution function of the background deuterium plasma ions may be written as Let q a = n, / ni = na / (nd + na) be the total fractional density of the newly born fusion alpha particles near the plasma center, and let b be the fraction of qa that forms the "trapped-passing boundary particles" for which de VI = VI[, Le., the trapped-passing boundary particle's fractional density is b q , . The fractional density of the rest (i.e., excluding these boundary alphas) of the fusion alphas is (1 -b) qa and these fusion alphas (which are not near the trapped-passing boundary) also have a drifting Maxwell-Boltzmann parallel velocity distribution function ' 1 1 , of the form given by Eq. (1) with a drift velocity Vila = V , and a parallel temperature Tila and they have a regular Maxwellian perpendicular velocity distribution function with a temperature T l a. The fractional density of the background plasma deuterium ions is then (1 -qa). According to Rome, et.al. 15, 41, for times t > Z S , , the velocity space distribution function of all these newly born fusion alphas will totally relax to the slowing-down distribution function of the form We now consider the cyclotron emission from a dressed test charged particle (of charge q and mass M) in a static confining magnetic field B = Biz = Bill. The field particles that are responsible for "dressing" the bare test particle are the ions and electrons of the background deuterium plasma. Since we are interested in the emission and absorption of transverse electromagnetic waves at frequencies o I . mwca = mocd c the lower hybrid frequency ~L H , the background index of refraction p( = K1i2, where K is the corresponding dielectric coefficient) appropriate for dressing the bare particle emission and absorption is that corresponding to the for the emission and absorption by the background deuterium egde plasma ions, n = (blah) for those by the "trapped-passing boundary fusion alphas," and n = 0 for the rest of the well-confined fusion alphas that are not near this trapped-passing boundary; and V I -1 (J/av~) = E V I I -~(~/~V~~) for the boundary alphas, and then making use of Eqs. (1) and (2) in Eq. (6),
we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition for the two-stream cyclotron harmonic radiative instability in this. edge region as where the alpha particle and/or deuterium ion cyclotron phase velocity Vacph = Vdcph = (amoca)/kll; Vide, hde refer to their edge values, and we have used the fact that acd = oca,. In
Eq. (7), the first term in the first curly brackets product {--} {-} comes from the background deuterium plasma ions and this term is generally a damping term since usually T l d = Tlld; and the second term in the second curly brackets product {--} {-} comes from the trapped-passing boundary alphas with de vL = (ap/Rp)1/2 v1 = VII, and this term can lead to a growth when
since Vllba = Va/d(l + e-1). Equation (8) gnlv aives the necessa rv condition for this edge radiative instability under study, and the additional condition required to yield the n e c e s s u and su fficient cond ition for this radiative instability can be obtained from Eq. (7) and for Tide = Tilde = Tde this sufficiency condition may be written for o = mwca, where VI ba = Va / d(l + E) and l b a = ha / d(1 + E). Note, that for marginal stability, one must take the equality sign of the first inequality of Eq. (9) and, of course, this -equation must yield a corresponding positive definite marginal-stability value for qa. If the right hand side (3 the first inequality comes out to be negative, it simply means that one cannot have any radiative instability since the fast Alfven waves under study are damped by the newly born fusion alphas and the background deuterium plasma ions. Thus the last inequality of Eq. (9) ensures that the requirements of this equation is a necessary and s u w n t condition for the rad iative instab ilitv. Is is seen from Eqs. (8) and (9) that these newly born fusion alphas not only must have a sufficiently large birth velocity Vaor energy Ea so as to satisfy Eq. (8) . .
..
but also must have a sufficient fractional density qa so as to satisfy Eq. (9) in order to excite this radiative instability in this edge region of the plasma where the experimentally observed unstable ICE seems to originate. It should be noted that when kll -+ 0, { Iklll-lflld(vII = Vacph)) = {lklll-lfllba(VII = Vacph)} + 6(w -mwca). in order to account for the experimentally observed almost equal amplitude higher harmonic emission we must have (klpa) > 1. For the TFTR conditions, this implies that k = k l . Hence, for our estimation
In a similar way for times t > Tsa by making use of Eqs. (2) and (3) In all the Eqs. (7) -(lo), we encounter the alpha particle and/or deuterium ion cyclotron According to Glasstone and Lovberg [12] the rate of production of fusion alphas may be approximated as na(r) = 3.7 x (ndnt/T2/3) exp(-20/T1/3) cm-3 sec-l, where T is the ion temperature in keV. It is reasonable to assume that nd, nt, and T all vary as [l --(r/ap)2] in any tokamak. Thus we see that the fusion alphas' birth profiles (whose radial variation is dominated by the exponential factor) is centrally peaked on the axis of the torus [2] . According to Stringer [13] and the very recent numerical calculations for JET using Stringer's theory by Cottrell, et.al. [14] , one finds that approximately 10% (i.e., b = 0.1) of the centrally newly born alphas have a narrow range of pitch angles just near the trapped-passing boundary, and these "boundary alphas" make large radial excursions sufficient to reach the outer midplane edge where the experimentally observed ICE seems to originate. For TFTR , the value of a = ni(r = ap)/ ni( r = 0) = 1 x 1012 cm-3 / 5 x 1013 cm-3 = 1/50 = 0.02, and thus in Eqs. (7) and ( However, the dominant wave-particle interactions occur in the edge plasma when Vacph = Vdcph = (ZKTde/Md)1/2. Then the necessary condition for the edge radiative instability of Eq. But when [KTIlba(t) /Ea] > 0.11, this condition cannot be satisfied for m = 1, but is again satisfied for m 2 2. From 141 we find that [KTllba(t)/Ea] = 0.11 when t = 90 ms. We should point out that strictly speaking the observed alpha particle ICE seems to originate at 4 to 5 cm beyond the limitter in the scrape-off layer. In the scrape-off layer both the density and temperature are e-folding rapidly down to lower values, and hence the actual values of the edge ndde and Tde could be much lower than the values used here. This will raise the actual value of [KTllba(t)/Ea] at which the instability is quenched, and thus will raise the theoretically expected value of %ice accordingly. The alpha particle slowing-down time from plasma center to edge [2] %Sa = 650 to 130 ms. Thus, theoretically we expect this radiative instability, and consequently, the associated alpha particle ICE to be quenched for times t > = 130 to 650 ms, since these trapped-passing boundary alpha particles making their fattest banana orbits spend part of their time near the plasma center and another part near the plasma edge.
In conclusion, we find that both the experimentally observed time behavior and the spatially localized origin of the fusion alpha particle ICE in TFTR are reasonably consistent with the theoretical predictions based on two-stream cyclotron radiative instabilities induced in the region near the outer midplane plasma edge by the marginally mirror trapped fraction of the newly born fusion alphas. Since theoretically the slowing-down distribution is radiatively stable, one expects the unstable ICE in the time interval 0 I t < zsa, the fusion alphas -> 1 for all harmonics, it is apparent that their linear growth rates will be roughly the same for all the harmonics. If the nonlinear saturated levels are proportional to their linear growth rates (which according to Coppi, et.al. 115, 61 , is true theoretically if the dominant nonlinear saturation mechanism is the nonlinear mode coupling), then the experimentally observed equal amplitude harmonic ICE is consistent with the theoretical expectations. However, once this fractional width has increased beyond 0.3, it is not much meaningful to approximate it by a drifting Maxwellian, since the distribution is already on its way well towards a slowing-down type. (Also R.V. Budny and G. Rewoldt, private communication) .
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